Production companies are facing growing cost and time pressure due to drastically increased product variant diversity and an accelerated technical progress. In addition, risen demands regarding delivery time, quality, functionality and price by altered customer behavior propose a challenge.

Flexible automated and financially attractive intralogistics solutions for material handling with an appropriate digitalization penetration are vital in this context.

Industry Logistics Solutions

Turnkey Logistics Solutions for material handling processes

siemens.com/industry-logistics

Make your material flow more efficient.
Maximize the flexibility.

Do you need to react quicker to market changes by manufacturing more product variants in smaller batches?

Do you want to make your production workflow and material handling processes safer, more dynamic and efficient?

The answer to these challenges is a turnkey solution by Siemens.

Profit from a partnership with Siemens.

Your reliable turnkey solution provider and independent automation expert.
Sustainable Turnkey Industry Logistics Solutions from the initial concept to smooth operation.

Subject to changes and errors. The information given in this document only contains general descriptions and/or performance features which may not always specifically reflect those described, or which may undergo modification in the course of further development of the products. The requested performance features are binding only when they are expressly agreed upon in the concluded contract.

Highlights

- Competence from a single source
  Global team with profound knowledge and experience and certified project managers

- Technology leadership
  Use of the most suitable technical solution and our own mechatronic innovations that bring measurable benefits to our customers

- Sustainable productivity
  Automation and IT standards by INTRALOG TIA and INTRALOG WMS

- Ensured availability
  High-quality modular solutions throughout the entire production life cycle

- Long-term investment security
  Your trusted partner for reliable global support